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GREMRING®

Positioning system for clamp

Features/Applications 
GREMRING® SYSTEM is a pre assembled system consisting of a clip mounted in a heat shrinkable 
collar. The heat shrink collar can accommodate a wide range of clip / clamp types, e.g. clip 
clamps, spring clamps, ear clamps, screw clamps, etc.
GREMRING® SYSTEM offers an accurate positioning of the clip on the hose prior to final fastening.
GREMRING® SYSTEM system is widely used on fuel lines and on rubber hoses within the 
automotive sector.

Various
Standard colours: Black for the heat shrink tubing. Other colours available on request.

GREMRING® SYSTEM 

Recommendations for use
Position the GREMRING system on the pipe and shrink it under the following conditions:
 - Shrink type: oven or shrinking tunnel
 - Shrink temperature: ~ 150°C 
 - Shrink time: ~ 5 min
 - Speed of the tunnel: to adapt over time and temperature
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Dimensions

These parts are tailor-made to each customer’s application.  

GREMTEK’s engineering department has significant application and design expertise. The designer 
teams will work with the customer to identify the best design in order to achieve the specified requi-
rements.


